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Claiming Your Spiritual Birthright
Mirrored within humanity is the pattern of their Mastery, but they
find it hard to bring this map of the Divine Plan into fruition. There are
five missing factors in most people:
1. They don’t know how to transform their Soul’s potentials
2. They don’t know how to awaken the energy and awareness of the
mind—the Kundalini Shakti
3. They don’t know how to enable the spirit to travel back to God
4. They don’t know how to focus their attention to activate the Self,
the attentional principle, the spirit, and the Soul
5. They don’t know how to awaken their seven core abilities, so that
their Soul can have full expression
Those of you who study with Mudrashram® have been given the
keys to the first four of these factors—your transformational mantra,
the kundalini technique, the Nada Yoga practice, and the knowledge
of where to focus your attention to activate these principles within
you.
In today’s webinar, you will learn about this fifth factor, activating
your Soul’s abilities.
 You will find out what are the core abilities of the Soul, and
you will assess how far you have developed these abilities, and
what remains to be opened.
 You will gain knowledge about the action of the Divine Spirit
in opening both these core abilities, as well as the abilities you
gain in the personality and on the higher Planes.
 You will be taught an invocation to begin to awaken and
rehabilitate your abilities, so you can fulfill your Soul’s
purpose.
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What Are the Seven Core Abilities?
The core abilities of the Soul operate from the waking state of
awareness up to the current level of your Soul’s evolution. These
seven core abilities are
1. Will or Volition
2. Sight
3. Hearing
4. Feeling (this is also called the Cord of Faith, or the Cord of
Remembrance)
5. Knowing (this is the intuitional bridge to the Soul, the
Antakarana)
6. Loving (this is the spirit’s path of the Nada; this union occurs
when the spirit opens this channel to the same level as the Soul.
7. Speaking (this is the ability to speak from the Soul, the spirit, and
the attentional principle, which is called Satsang)
The octaves of the will typically awaken as your Soul unfolds, so the
your Soul’s capacity to operate the abilities that have been activated in
you is an automatic process—you bring about this unfoldment of the
will as you do your transformational mantra.
You activate your cord of faith through your aspiration—when you
reach up to God and the Masters for their aid and succor. You activate
the cord of remembrance when you focus your attention on your Soul,
on the forms of God that are beyond you on the Soul’s path, and upon
the seed of your calling.
You activate the track of love when you do your Nada Yoga practice,
and you open to the heart center of the Soul’s essential vehicle. If you
are doing Nada Yoga regularly and drawing your spirit along the
Nadamic channels to the same level as your Soul, this track is clear in
you.
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We have gone into developing the spiritual octaves of the senses of
sight and hearing in the advanced webinars on “A Primer on Spiritual
Sensing” and “Astral Vision,” plus we have explored this topic in great
depth in our paid webinar, “The Vision Workshop.” We will monitor the
development of these two sensory tracks in today’s webinar.
We have outlined the role of meditation in building the Antakarana
in the advanced webinars on “Dialog” and “Using Your Higher
Intuition”; we will monitor its development in today’s webinar.
We have discussed Satsang and how you activate it in our paid
webinar, the “Missing Meditation Technique Workshop.” Core speech
is contingent on you contacting the Soul, and allowing it to channel its
wisdom through you. We will monitor its development in today’s
webinar.

The Seven Levels of Selected Core Abilities
We can track the development of vision, hearing, knowing, and
speaking through seven levels—from periphery to core. This will allow
you to estimate the level you have developed this ability.
For Sight, observe whether this is present
 Operation of visual faculties in your brain
 Glimpses of contents of vehicles of consciousness up to the
Self
 Astral vision functioning in your astral body
 Metavision, the ability to see with the attentional principle
 Heart sight, the ability to see with the spirit
 Visual Intuition, the ability of the Soul to see the contents of
the Self (personal intuition) and the Superconscious mind
(transpersonal intuition)
 The Soul’s core sight—beholding its own essence
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For Hearing, observe whether this is present
 Operation of auditory faculties in your brain
 Hearing the frequencies of vehicles of consciousness up to the
Self
 Astral hearing, functioning in your astral body
 Sruti, the ability to hear with the attentional principle
 Heart hearing, the ability to hear with the spirit
 Auditory Intuition, the ability of the Soul to hear the contents
of the Self (personal intuition) and the Superconscious mind
(transpersonal intuition)
 The Soul’s core hearing—the ability to detect the tone of its
own essence
For Knowing, observe whether this is present
 Operation of the centers that permit recognition of what your
perceive in your brain
 The ability to recognize the contents of the vehicles of
consciousness up to the Self, and to identify in which vehicle
they are arising
 Astral intuitive synthesis, functioning in your astral body
through the eye in the middle of the forehead
 Chetan, the ability to unite with the consciousness of the
attentional principle
 Bhava, the ability to ability to unite with the consciousness
with the spirit
 Discernment (Viveka), the ability of the Soul to discriminate
the discrete levels of the personality and the Superconscious
mind using mandalic and synthetic reasoning
 The Soul’s knowledge of itself (Gnosis)
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For Speech, observe whether this is present
 Operation of speech faculties in your brain
 Ability to communicate the
consciousness up to the Self

contents

of

vehicles

of

 Astral speech, ability to speak with subpersonalities,
archetypes, or spiritual beings while in the trance state
 Telepathy, the ability to send thought beams to others with
the attentional principle
 Prayer, the ability to speak with the spirit to the Soul, the
spiritual Master, and to God
 Satsang, the ability of the Soul to speak its realized truths, at
the level of Self (integrity) and the Superconscious mind
(realized Truth)
 The Unspeakable Name — the Soul realizing its own essence
beyond the ability to speak
Monitor the channel of your inner seeing. Where does it stop? What
is between this place where it terminates, and the Soul itself? What is
the content of this block?
Monitor the channel of your inner hearing. Where does it stop?
What is between this place where it terminates, and the Soul itself?
What is the content of this block?
Monitor the channel of your inner knowing. Where does it stop?
What is between this place where it terminates, and the Soul itself?
What is the content of this block?
Monitor the channel of your inner speaking. Where does it stop?
What is between this place where it terminates, and the Soul itself?
What is the content of this block?
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Where Do These Ability Tracks Dwell?
The levels where your Soul opens these abilities in the Planetary,
Subtle, and Personal bands of the mind include:
 The seven core tracks that connect with the Soul
 The tracks that unite with the radiant Augoiedes, your form on
the Buddhic Plane [in those of you who have this out-pictured
in your Divine Plan]
 The radii of your Crown of Purpose [in those of you who have
this center in your spiritual destiny track]
 The nodes of the star of your Soul’s ability in the Manasic
Plane
 The tracks around the form of the Ascended Master on the
Solar Angelic Plane [this is only developed in those of you who
have a spiritual destiny to manifest this form of mastery]
 The twelve tracks around the Moon Soul or Christ Child
nucleus of identity [these are called the twelve gifts of the
Spirit in the Bible]
 The tracks leading to any form of mastery on the Psychic
Realm
 The tracks to the Master Mind form through the Abstract Mind
Plane
 The tracks connecting to any form of mastery in the Subtle
Realm
 The tracks of talent, which link the ego with the Self
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Similar tracks of abilities cluster on the Path in Higher Octaves of
Being—Transplanetary, Cosmic, Supracosmic, and Transcendental.
 You will encounter them along the track of the Monad in the
destiny path that it travels through the Planetary Hierarchy,
the sacred planets of our Solar System, and the sacred planets
of the other star systems in our Life Wave.
 You will find them in the Cosmic Realm, particularly along the
track of the cosmic consciousness nucleus of identity [the
siddhis of the Yogi], the God Self nucleus of identity, and
around the Astral Soul.
 You will discover them around the forms of Mastery in the
Supracosmic Sphere.
 They also form around the forms of mastery in the
Transcendental Paths—the Bridge Path and T1 to T7.

What Awakens Your Inner Abilities?
It is the transforming, awakening, and transmuting power of the
Light that activates these inner powers. The Divine Spirit broods upon
your core abilities, and the other aspects of your Soul’s abilities that
are established in the higher Planes and in your personality.
There may also be instances where you can awaken them through
your own efforts.
Where might you find the Spirit at work, awakening these tracks? Or
when might your own efforts play a role?
 During Light Sittings and Soul Attunement work
 In certain cases, using your transformational mantra can open
some of these abilities, as the Spirit purifies your vehicles
during the downpour phase.
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 In response to your invocation—when you make a request to
the Soul, or you pray to your spiritual Master and to God.
 For select powers—particularly in the Cosmic Sphere—there
may be bija mantras that will open them.
 When the Spirit directs you to take specific action on
developing these abilities, and you use your will to carry out or
enact this request—you progressively open each segment of
this track under this Divine direction.
 Sometimes these channels will open when you overcome a
block—you might use techniques that allow you to uncover,
process, and release these issues—once you have resolved
them, these abilities will emerge.
 The Spirit may also open these blocks in you when it forgives
your sins, and restores your powers that you may have had
before you darkened your consciousness.
 The awakening of the Kundalini may trigger the Shakti—
during the descending phase—to activate your heretoforedormant powers.
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Invocation’s Role in Awakening Your Abilities
It is important that you maintain strong desire, commitment,
intention, and aspiration to have these tracks be opened in you. It is
your Divine Birthright to awaken all of these tracks of your core
abilities, and all of the tracks of your Soul’s dormant abilities.
We offer to you this simple invocation to help you awaken and
activate these powers within you.

May God and the Masters awaken, rehabilitate, and empower each
of the abilities within me, so I may fulfill my purpose, so I may
perform my service, and I may actualize the Plan that God visualized
for me from the beginning of the world.
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The Golden Men
Excepted from The Collected Poetry of George A. Boyd, volume one © 2008

The golden men,
In whose genes there is no trace of impediment or corruption,
Whose forms mirror the Perfect Idea of God—
On Whom Death has no power,
Decay has no place to plant his feet.
The golden men,
Whose purposeful thought is attuned to Cosmic Law—
They create, bonding matter to the matrix ethereal
Out of the surrounding Mind substance—
Beyond gravitational limitations,
They speak the Word and it is so.
The golden men
Are arch-illuminati, geniuses of a thousand talents—
Inspiration breathes through their lips, and imbues the minds of
men
With the ideals of the future, the Utopian dream
That by their will and thought men must make real in their lives and
in the nations of the earth.
The golden men
Have risen above both rupa and arupa worlds.
Their foreheads scintillate with Buddhic radiance,
Their hands are blessing, healing streams,
Their eyes mirror Love’s Mastery, and Compassion’s knowledge—
they are our brothers, who have remained to serve.
The golden men are with us now:
May we be readied to receive.
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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